Abstract-The mechanical loading environment encountered by articular cartilage in situ makes frictional-shear testing an invaluable technique for assessing engineered cartilage. Despite the important information that is gained from this testing, it remains under-utilized, especially for determining damage behavior. Currently, extensive visual inspection is required to assess damage; this is cumbersome and subjective. Tools to simplify, automate, and remove subjectivity from the analysis may increase the accessibility and usefulness of frictional-shear testing as an evaluation method. The objective of this study was to determine if the friction signal could be used to detect damage that occurred during the testing. This study proceeded in two phases: first, a simplified model of biphasic lubrication that does not require knowledge of interstitial fluid pressure was developed. In the second phase, frictional-shear tests were performed on 74 cartilage samples, and the simplified model was used to extract characteristic features from the friction signals. Using support vector machine classifiers, the extracted features were able to detect damage with a median accuracy of approximately 90%. The accuracy remained high even in samples with minimal damage. In conclusion, the friction signal acquired during frictional-shear testing can be used to detect resultant damage to a high level of accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Engineered cartilage (EC) is being explored by many groups as a potential treatment for osteoarthritis. 17, 26 Various methodologies exist for producing EC, yet the mechanical properties of EC generated in vitro are consistently inferior to those of native cartilage (NC). 7, 12, 28 Thus, mechanical testing plays an important role in cartilage tissue engineering, both in characterizing EC constructs, and in directing work for the improvement of EC constructs. While uniaxial properties, such as Young's modulus or aggregate modulus, are most commonly reported for EC, the forces experienced in vivo are time-varying and multi-axial: both compressive and frictional shear forces are present. 19, 25 One of the functions of cartilage is to limit the amount of frictional shear force transmitted across the joint by maintaining a low coefficient of friction (CoF). Tribological evaluation, where tissue is subjected to both compression and frictional shear forces, has been used extensively to characterize the friction, lubrication, and wear properties, of cartilage in vitro. 1, 4, 9, 10, 13, 24 Much opportunity still exists for applying this type of multiaxial testing to characterize the damage properties of EC.
We recently reported a study in which we characterized the damage of scaffold-free EC resulting from exposure to frictional shear. 27 Lizhang et al. have reported similar testing in NC. 16 In both studies, damage was identified visually, at the conclusion of the test. In some cases, detecting damage required staining of the sample surface with dye, and in other cases, internal cracking occurred and could only be detected by crosssectioning of the sample for histological observation. Visual damage detection is not optimal since it is limited to surface analysis, and cross-sectioning, which destroys the sample, is required to verify that no internal damage has occurred. Even if only surface damage is characterized macroscopically, the addition of dye modifies the bearing surface. In addition to requiring cross-sectioning of the sample, visual and histological methods only allow the experimenter to subjectively determine if damage has occurred during the test, not when it occurred during the test. Lastly, histological preparation of samples can be costly and time consuming. An alternate damage detection method that eliminates the need for cross-sectioning or surface staining would be valuable for preserving samples for additional studies, such as in vivo studies, or biochemical characterization.
Signal processing techniques have already been applied to detect and predict damage in mechanical devices, such as wind-turbines. 6 Similar techniques based on vibration signals have been applied for the early detection of osteoarthritis in vivo. [20] [21] [22] Based on the friction signal patterns we observed in our previous study, 27 we hypothesized that temporal properties of the friction signal could be used to identify cartilage samples that sustain damage during friction testing. To address this hypothesis, we chose to use the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve, 11, 23 and support vector machine (SVM) analysis, 15 both of which are common approaches taken from the field of machine learning for analyzing patterns.
Use of ROC and SVM analysis for the purposes outlined above first requires extracting features from the individual friction signal of each sample tested. In this study, we used features intrinsic to the measured friction signal, such as the magnitude of the change in the CoF between consecutive oscillation cycles, as well as features determined by comparison of the measured CoF to an ideal model of cartilage biphasic lubrication. 8, 14 This study is therefore presented in two parts: first, the development of a modified biphasic lubrication model which does not require knowledge of interstitial fluid pressure, and second, the use of features of the CoF signal to detect damage incurred during friction testing.
The purpose of the technique described here is as a non-destructive method for identifying samples which are damaged during frictional-shear testing, i.e., a method which does not require cross-sectioning of samples after frictional-shear testing. Successful development of such a technique could potentially be used as a quality assurance test for EC prior to implantation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cartilage Sample Preparation
Scaffold-free EC constructs were generated as previously described. 28 Briefly, chondrocytes were isolated from the joints or ears of skeletally mature New Zealand White rabbits in accordance with the University of Washington IRB. Subsequently, they were culture expanded, then re-differentiated at high density on porous membranes suspended in chondrogenic medium. This cartilage fabrication method generated constructs as large as 4 9 4 cm, from which multiple samples were harvested for friction testing. Samples were either 3 or 5 mm biopsy punches (discs) or 5 9 14 mm rectangular strips. Since experiments were dependent on the response of each sample individually, and not the response of the larger construct as a whole, each sample was counted as an individual observation.
NC for friction testing was harvested from the knees or shoulders of steers near 1 year of age obtained from an abattoir. Bovine cartilage was used because flat samples of rabbit cartilage of equal size to those of EC were not attainable. Samples were frozen at 280°C until tested.
Friction Signal Acquisition and Processing
Friction testing was performed on a custom device with rectangular constructs being tested in a curved configuration, and disc constructs being tested in a flat configuration as previously described. 27 In both configurations, constructs were adhered to metal platens (curved or flat) with cyanoacrylate, and then oscillated in PBS against a glass counterface. In both configurations, the normal load was applied to each sample through a linear-slide bearing, and the frictional-shear force was applied by the counterface which was attached to an oscillating table (see Whitney et al., 27 for detailed setup). Sliding speed was 1 mm s 21 with a 56 mm path length in each direction. These parameters were chosen to conform to our previous study on damage resulting from frictional shear. 27 Only a portion of the rectangular construct made contact with the counterface in the curved configuration, whilst in the flat configuration, a ball joint between the device and the platen aligned the entire surface of the disc construct to the counterface. In both cases, the region of cartilage that was in contact with the counterface was constant.
During testing, the friction force and normal force were measured by separate single point load cells that were insensitive to off-axis loading. Due to the reciprocation of the counterface against the construct, an undulating friction pattern was produced (Figs. 1a and  1b) . Prior to friction model fitting, the raw friction force signal was converted to CoF by dividing by the normal load, and the raw CoF signal was rectified and filtered with a finite impulse response lowpass filter to smooth transients resulting from reciprocation of the counterface (Fig. 1c) . The rectified and filtered version of the CoF will be referred to as l.
Modeling the Friction Signal with Modified Biphasic Lubrication Models
In order to determine features of l which might indicate construct damage, a model of l in undamaged constructs was developed. Samples tested in the flat and curved configurations were pooled together for model analysis for a total of 19 TE samples and 14 native samples. Three samples of each tissue type were tested in the curved configuration. Since the friction response is dependent on the normal stress, a range of normal loads from 2.2 N to 11.8 N was used to ensure that the model accuracy was not dependent on the normal load. Each sample was only tested once. This resulted in a total of 20 damaged samples, and 13 undamaged samples for model evaluation.
Two models for describing time varying friction, l, were evaluated. These were created by modifying the biphasic lubrication model (Eq. 1) of Krishnan et al., 
where l(t) is the predicted CoF, l(t) Eq is the predicted l(t) at equilibrium (long time scales), u is the product of the solid area fractions of cartilage and counterface at the interface, and (W p /W) is the ratio of interstitial fluid pressurization to normal load. 8, 14 We modeled the fluid pressurization ratio with either one exponential (1 exp model), or a sum of two exponentials (2 exp model). The modified model is shown in Eq. (2), lðtÞ ¼ lðtÞ Eq 1 À ð1 À uÞ X N n¼1 a n e Àt=s n " # ð2Þ where l(t) is the predicted value of l, N = [1, 2] , and l(t) Eq , a n , s n , u, were fit as parameters of the model. All parameter estimation for model fitting was done using global optimization (to decrease chances of finding local minima) in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) by a least squares error model-fitting routine subject to constraints which ensured that l(t = 0), l(t) Eq , and s > 0, while 0% £ u £ 100%. Using these models, knowledge of the construct interstitial fluid pressure during testing was unnecessary. Models were assessed by multiple measures. Overall agreement of models to l was assessed by R 2 , calculated as 1-SSE ‚ SST where SSE is sum of the squared residual error and SST is the sum of the squared difference between l i and the mean of l. Since the two models had varying numbers of parameters, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was calculated as an indication of benefit of increased model complexity on overall agreement to measured data. 3 AIC was calculated as n[log(SSE ‚ n)] + 2 k where n is number of samples, and k is the number of parameters in the model. Since initial friction and final friction (equilibrium friction for undamaged samples) values are often used to characterize the friction response, the magnitude of the model error at both the initial friction and final friction values was also estimated. For model error calculations, measured initial friction (l t=0 ) and measured final friction (l Eq ) values were calculated by taking the average of l during the first and last oscillation cycle respectively. The errors between the calculated friction values and the model determined values were then calculated as (modeled-calculated) ‚ calculated. Summary statistics are presented as means with standard deviations when applicable.
Visual Characterization of Damage
The counterface-contacting surface of the samples was imaged under a stereomicroscope before and after friction testing. Post-testing, India ink (Figs. 2b-2e) was used to increase contrast, whereas ink was not applied before testing to avoid modification of the bearing sur- face, however, one sample was stained with India ink and included for comparison purposes (Fig. 2a) . ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD) was used to quantify the percentage of the surface displaying damage (surface peeling or missing portions of the construct-both can be observed in Fig. 2d ). Post-testing, samples were also processed for histology by fixation in 10% formalin and sequential dehydration in ethanol. Two 5-lm cross-sections from each of two different locations (along the diameter for discs, or length for strips) of the specimen were then stained with safranin O and fast green; examples are seen in Figs. 2g-2j. These were then imaged under high magnification to visualize the internal integrity of the specimens. Specimens with greater than 5% surface damage, or with internal cracking (Figs. 2d and 2i), or with surface cracking, were labeled as ''damaged.'' Those with internal cracking and less than 5% surface damage were labeled as ''internally damaged'' (Figs. 2c and 2h).
Friction Signal Pattern Classification
To assess whether the friction signal could be used to determine if constructs were damaged during friction testing, 70 new EC constructs were generated and 3 new NC samples were collected, resulting in a total of 73 samples for pattern classification. These samples were divided between curved and flat testing configurations as indicated in Table 1 , which also includes normal load ranges. Test duration was 2500 s since in the modeling study damage was seen to occur prior to that time.
Feature Extraction
Friction signal features that were intrinsic to the raw CoF signal, as well as some generated by comparison of l to the 1 exp model, were assessed for their ability to classify damaged and undamaged samples. Intrinsic features included the number of consecutive undulations in the raw CoF signal that exhibited decreasing peak CoF (consec. drops), the maximum decrease in peak CoF between two adjacent undulations in the raw CoF signal (max drop), and (l max 2 l Eq )/l Eq where l max is the maximum measured l and l Eq is as above. Using the 1 exp model, the following features were calculated: R 2 and endpoint error (identical to final friction error) were calculated as before, and max error was calculated as the maximum error at any point between l(t) and l i . An additional feature, max drop %, was included only in SVM analysis, and was calculated by normalizing max drop by the pre-drop CoF. See Fig. 3 for further clarification on features.
ROC Curve Analysis
To determine the ability of individual features in pattern classification, ROC curves with their following characteristics were calculated in GraphPad Prism 6: true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), area under the ROC curve (AUROC), standard error, 95% confidence interval, and p value of AUROC. The pvalue tests the hypothesis that the AUROC = 0.5, meaning that the classifier is no better than random chance. For detailed explanation on ROC curve construction, see the supplemental material. In this analysis, significance was set to p < 0.008 (rounded down from p < 0.05 ‚ 6) to account for 6 multiple comparisons, i.e., each curve compared to random chance. Confidence areas of selected ROC curves were calculated in R (R foundation for statistical computing, Vienna, Austria) using the open-source pROC pack- age. 23 Selected curves were also tested to determine if their AUROCs were significantly different by using the bootstrapping method for correlated ROC curves since the same dataset was used for all features. 23 Significance was set to p < 0.05.
SVM Analysis
To determine the ability of multiple features to detect damage, SVM analysis was performed in Matlab R2014a using the built-in FITCSVM and PREDICT functions. Optimization was performed to determine the SVM model with the highest accuracy. Here, an SVM model refers to the combination of the SVM parameters, along with a specific feature set. The SVM parameters optimized in this study were: kernel transformation (linear, 2nd through 5th order polynomials, and Gaussian); box constraint (C), which is a penalty on misclassification when a perfect separation between the two classes does not exist; and kernel scale (KS), a scaling factor by which all inputs are divided. Further development of the SVM equations are beyond the scope of this manuscript, however, they have been described extensively in the literature, and Burges gives a thorough description. 2 To account for the disparity between the number of samples in the undamaged vs. the damaged group, for all SVM training described below, including during feature selection, and parameter optimization, the equal prior condition was enforced. With this condition enforced, undamaged and damaged groups carried equal weight in the training procedure by penalizing misclassification of undamaged samples more than misclassification of damaged samples. Also, the values of each feature were standardized by dividing by the maximum value for that feature, and shrinkage period was set to 1000 as suggested by the Matlab documentation.
Feature Selection
Forward sequential feature selection was performed in order to select features for further testing. For this selection, one-half of the damaged and one-half of the undamaged samples were randomly partitioned for training the SVM, and then the remaining one-half were used as the test set to determine classification accuracy (stratified cross-validation). This was performed iteratively 50 times in each step of the forward selection procedure to allow a classification distribution to be determined. Since classification distributions were found to be non-normal distributions, notched box-plots were used for feature selection. where IQR is interquartile range, and N is the number of iterations. Distributions with non-overlapping notch ranges are significantly different at approximately the 95% confidence range. 18 In the forward selection procedure, all possible combinations of features were tested for C = [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10] with KS = 1. At each parameter value, the feature which caused the median of the upper notch for the misclassification rate to decrease the most was added to the model. This was performed iteratively until no further decrease in the upper notch of the misclassification rate could be achieved. The best feature set for each kernel was selected for parameter optimization. During feature selection for the Gaussian kernel, two feature sets produced a tie, so parameter optimization was performed for both.
Parameter Optimization
Parameter optimization of C and KS was performed using the built-in PATTERNSEARCH Matlab routine. Lower and upper search bounds were set to e 26.5 and e 5 respectively, since preliminary trials converged to values within that range. Defaults settings were used except in the case of tolerances and ''Search Method'' since there appeared to be many local minima of the loss function, and adjustment of these led to lower estimates of the misclassification rate upper-notch values. Function, mesh, and X tolerances were set to 1 9 10 27 , 1 9 10 28 , and 1 9 10 28 , respectively. Search Method was set to ''Genetic Algorithm.''
Model Selection by Cross-Validation
Optimized models for each kernel were compared by stratified cross-validation as before, but 2000 repetitions were used for each model. This large number was chosen to make the cross-validation more robust, i.e., to limit variability of distributions based on the subsets of train/test partitions randomly selected during cross-validation.
Total classification accuracy of each model was calculated as (number of observations correctly classified ‚ total number of observations in test set). Normality of classification accuracy distributions was tested by Chi squared hypothesis testing, and all were found to be non-normal. Since distributions were nonnormal, classification accuracy distributions were shown graphically by estimation using a kernel distribution with a bandwidth of 0.013 generated from the built-in Matlab KSDENSITY function. The kernel distribution generates an estimated probability density function (pdf) by summing continuous estimates of each data point, resulting in a continuous function, rather than a discrete histogram. The bandwidth was chosen as the lowest bandwidth which produced smooth distributions. Total classification accuracies of models were assessed for significant differences by notched boxplots as described above. Classification accuracy distributions of damaged samples, internally damaged samples, and undamaged samples, were all calculated simultaneously. All were assessed for significant differences by notched boxplots. Supplemental Figure S1 gives a diagram of the SVM model selection process.
RESULTS
Modified Biphasic Lubrication Model
Both 1 exp and 2 exp modified biphasic models (Eq. 2) were able to characterize the friction response of undamaged samples (Figs. 2b, 2e , 2g, and 2j) as shown by R 2 values (Table 2) , which were not significantly different between the two models. The increase in AIC between 1 exp and 2 exp models (Table 2) indicates that increasing model complexity may not be significantly beneficial to the overall agreement of the model to the measured data. Despite the high level of overall agreement between models and data, l t=0 error magnitude was high for both models (Table 2) . l Eq error magnitude did not benefit from increased model complexity (Table 2) .
Model agreement to the friction response of samples that were damaged during the testing (Figs. 2c, 2d , 2h, and 2i) was not as good as that of undamaged samples as measured by R 2 values (Table 2) . Also, l Eq error magnitude plus standard deviation exceeded 50% in damaged samples for both models (Table 2) . Since there appeared to be no benefit of the added complexity of the 2 exp model, the 1 exp model was chosen for subsequent experiments.
ROC Curve Analysis
To assess the performance of individual features in classifying samples as damaged or undamaged, ROC curves were generated and the respective AUROCs were compared. The R 2 and max drop features appeared to be the best indicators of damage out of the six features examined (Fig. 4a) . Only AUROC for R 2 and max drop were significant at p < 0.008 (Table 3) . The confidence intervals overlapped, suggesting that the classification accuracy of these two features was not significantly different. Confidence areas for these curves (Figs. 4b and 4c) confirmed overlap between the estimates of these two curves. This was further confirmed by the hypothesis test using the bootstrapping method for correlated ROC curves which resulted in p = 0.2268.
Damage Detection by SVM Feature Selection and Parameter Optimization
Features selected for each kernel by forward selection are shown in Table 4 . The R 2 feature was the 1st feature selected for each kernel, indicating that it was the feature with the greatest influence on misclassification rate. After feature selection at various C values and KS = 1, C and KS were optimized for the selected kernel-feature combinations. Kernel, features, and C and KS values, of the complete optimized models are shown in Table 4 . Models will be referenced as model 1 through model 7 as indicated in Table 4 .
Model Selection by Cross-Validation
Classification accuracy of the seven parameter-optimized models was determined by cross-validation. Median classification accuracy for damaged samples was greater than 80% for all models, and greater than 90% for models 3, 5, 6, and 7 (Fig. 5) . Median total classification accuracy (Figs. 6a and 6b ) and median classification accuracy of undamaged samples (Fig. 6d) were also quantified to determine if classification accuracy of undamaged samples was sacrificed in favor of correct identification of damaged samples. While total classification accuracy appeared to be similar for models 3, 6, and 7 (Figs. 6a and 6b), classification accuracy of undamaged samples was significantly better for model 3, and model 7, vs. model 6 (Fig. 6d) . The median classification accuracy of damaged samples using model 3 was significantly greater than that of model 7 (100 vs. 80%), although there were many outliers in the lower range of the model 3 distribution (Fig. 6c) . Note that in Fig. 7 offset has been applied so the number of outliers can be better assessed.
Based on the results of the various classification accuracies, model 3 was selected for additional characterization. To validate the findings from the forward feature selection process, we compared the classification accuracies of the full model, to the model when only R 2 was included as a feature. This was performed by first optimizing the C and KS parameters for the 3rd order polynomial kernel with R 2 as the only feature. Table 5 shows parameters of the original model 3 (full model) alongside the parameters for the model with a reduced feature set (partial model). Median classification accuracy of the full model was significantly better for total classification (Figs. 7a and 7c) , damaged sample classification (Fig. 7b) , and internally damaged sample classification (Fig. 7d) , but not significantly different than the partial model for undamaged sample classification (Fig. 7e) . are red dots or green squares for damaged and undamaged samples respectively. The classification by the SVM is indicated by red and green circles. Test samples circled in their own color were classified correctly, while those circled in the opposite color were classified incorrectly. In this particular train/test set, all samples were classified correctly except one undamaged sample. From this visual it is seen that undamaged samples are typically found in the high R 2 -low (l max 2 l Eq )/ For ease of comparison, the R 2 curve has been transposed to orient it such that the area is greater than 0.5 since it is the only feature for which smaller values are associated with damage. (b and c) Curves from (a) with AUROCs significantly greater than 0.5 at p < 0.008. The curves in these two panels were further analyzed for significant differences between them. The black line is the ROC curve, while the grey line is the identity line, or the line represented by random chance. Blue shaded areas are the confidence areas of the ROC curves. Note that the reverse ordering of the x-axis in (b and c), and that R 2 has not been transposed in (b). This second format is that used by pROC in the R statistical program. TPR 5 True Positive Ratio; FPR 5 False Positive Ratio. l Eq region. Also, that this model results in an overtrained SVM, i.e., the 2nd decision boundary in the high R 2 -high (l max 2 l Eq )/l Eq region is superfluous. However, in this example, it has no effect on sample classification.
DISCUSSION
The potential of friction testing to provide critical information other than that typically investigated during tribology is significant. Specifically, friction testing can provide understanding into the damage characteristics of cartilage under multi-axial loading, such as those recently reported by Lizhang et al., for NC. 16 We also recently published a study on this topic for EC, 27 in which histological cross-sectioning was required to verify the presence or absence of damage.
In the current study, we investigated a method to objectively detect damage that occurred during friction testing based on the observed friction response. We found that the SVM classifier tested here was able to detect damaged samples with a median accuracy of 90%. Median classification accuracy of undamaged samples was slightly lower, at approximately 82%. However, the number of undamaged samples was only a fraction of the number of damaged samples, and additional studies with an increased number of undamaged samples are warranted. The low ratio of undamaged to damaged samples, even at sub-physiologically relevant normal loads, is likely a result of inferior biochemical and biomechanical properties typical of constructs generated using these methods, as reported in a previous study. 26 While it would be useful to increase the number of undamaged samples, a large number of damaged samples was important for this study in order to observe the effect of damage on the friction pattern. The friction testing and damage detection method described here could potentially be used as a quality assurance test for EC prior to implantation; specifically, constructs that fail during a pre-implantation ''stress-test'' could be eliminated with 90% accuracy. To facilitate feature extraction from the friction signal, we also developed a modified model of biphasic lubrication for comparing the measured friction response to an ideal response. Features of the friction signal derived from this comparison, as well as intrinsic features of the friction signal were tested for their ability to detect damage in EC caused by frictional shear loads. To model the ideal response, we developed simplified lubrication models (Eq. 2) that were able to characterize the overall response of undamaged cartilage (Figs. 1c  and 1d) , as demonstrated by R 2 values of 0.87 or greater for pooled TE and native samples ( Table 1) . Of the two models investigated, we favor use of the less complex single exponential model, since there were no statistical differences between R 2 , initial friction error, and final friction error values, between the single and double exponential models. AIC analysis also supports selection of the single exponential model since the AIC value is lower for the single exponential model. The final friction error magnitude of the single exponential model was acceptable for undamaged samples (<5%) at final (equilibrium) friction, but not for initial friction. However, we have not seen the accuracy of initial friction determined from the biphasic lubrication model reported in literature. Given that the initial friction values are very small compared to equilibrium friction, relatively small deviations result in large initial friction errors, so the initial friction error may be large in the original model (Eq. 1) as well. The modified models (Eq. 2) were unable to characterize the response of damaged samples. One limitation of our modified biphasic lubrication model (Eq. 2) is that u loses physical significance due to the interdependence of this parameter and the coefficients of the exponentials. Large errors between measured solid fraction and u when using the full model have been reported, 14 so the usefulness of the model would not typically be compromised by the modification employed here.
Other limitations of this study include that other machine learning classifiers such as K-means, decision trees, and neural networks, were not tested. Additionally, the results of this study are dependent on the assumption that samples which were only internally damaged incurred that damage during friction testing, since internal damage could not be assayed prior to friction testing. However, the internal cracking counted as damage in this study (Fig. 2h) was observed to be a result of exposure to frictional shear in our previous study. 27 Another limitation of this study is the use of notched boxplots to compare models, since this method cannot strictly determine if distributions are significantly different. However, given the non-normal distributions, notched boxplots are an accepted method to determine significant difference at an approximate p-value of p < 0.05. Furthermore, the limitations of the notched boxplot only affect model comparisons, and do not affect the reported accuracies. Additional limitations of this study are that the visual classification of sample damage was subjective, that this friction-based method doesn't quantify the amount of damage, that only scaffold-free EC was used so other types should be tested as well, and that l is a systems variable so classifiers would need to be trained for each study in which different friction devices and test parameters are used. If a damage detection method could determine not only if, but also when damage occurs during testing, it would enable other valuable measures of EC quality, such as work-to-failure. While this study was not designed specifically to determine when damage occurred during friction testing, two of the six features tested in this study were independent of the length of the friction test, and were not dependent on comparison to the modified biphasic model: consec. drops, and max drop. If these two features had been able to classify damaged vs. undamaged samples in this study, it would be reasonable to hypothesize that they might be useful in determining when damaged occurred. Forward feature selection for the SVM models resulted in models which did not contain either of these features except in the case of model 1, where max drop % was chosen as the 5th and final feature. Therefore, while these models are useful for determining if damage occurred, they are likely inadequate for determining when damage occurred. However, ROC analysis showed that 42% of damaged samples had a max drop value greater than 0.021, while all undamaged samples had max drop values lower than this threshold (Figs. 4a and 4c ). Given this relationship, it is not surprising that AUROC of max drop was significant at the specified p < 0.008 level. Clearly a relationship between max drop and damage does exist. Therefore, further studies into the usefulness of max drop to detect when damage occurs may be warranted. That this feature was not selected in most SVM models during forward feature selection is likely due to the dependent nature of the features, i.e., R 2 and possibly other features are influenced by max drop.
In this study, mechanisms explaining the concurrence of construct damage and aberrations in the friction signal (reduction of R 2 , etc.) have not been investigated. However, simple physical interpretations may exist. One such explanation is that as the surface of the construct adjacent to the counterface is peeled away from the surface of the construct which remains attached to the metal platen (Fig. 2d) , the peeled portion becomes attached to the counterface and moves with the counterface. Thus, the bearing surface is shifted such that it is internal to the construct, creating a cartilage on cartilage bearing. A rapid change in the bearing surface, from cartilage on glass to cartilage on cartilage, could, theoretically, produce an abrupt change in friction force, since the CoF for cartilage on cartilage bearings are reported to differ from CoF of cartilage on glass. 5 In addition, for constructs exhibiting surface peeling or internal damage, it is likely that damage results in at least partial loss of the pressurized interstitial fluid which is known to affect the cartilage friction response. 13 These physical changes to the bearing surface or fluid pressurization are likely to be, at least partially, responsible for the observed aberrations in the friction pattern. Another possible physical phenomenon which could account for abrupt changes in the CoF at the initiation of damage is a transient pooling of fluid in cracks or holes that are at the counterface-contacting surface of the construct; fluid shearing would likely reduce the CoF.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the friction signal can be used to identify, with a high level of accuracy, which samples are damaged during friction testing. Of the features and methods tested, R 2 and (l max 2 l Eq )/l Eq used in a SVM model yielded the highest classification accuracy. Even samples that were damaged only internally were classified correctly with a high level of accuracy. The ability of this technique to distinguish damaged from undamaged constructs, without the need for construct cross-sectioning, enables frictional-shear testing as a candidate for construct quality assurance testing prior to construct implantation. With further development, this approach to damage detection during friction testing may be able to yield further measures of cartilage function, including those requiring knowledge of when damage occurs during the friction test.
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